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We are still in the process of confirming speakers and
topics however I am pleased to be able to offer you a
space at the Exhibition of this annual event. Speakers
are to be confirmed shortly.
The PHSS Challenges in Sterile Products
Manufacture Conference 2017 on the 8th June
will provide your organisation with opportunity
to network with key decision makers from the
pharmaceutical and healthcare industry. Find new
customers, discuss ongoing projects, and discover
new opportunities by exhibiting at and/or sponsoring
the conference and exhibition. Visitors can attend a
series of seminars and in the exhibition see what is
available on the market, discuss key issues and come
away with clear solutions and approaches in mind.
We anticipate approx 100 delegates at this
conference, we received great feedback on the
quality of visitor to the exhibition stands on our other
conferences and would anticipate the same at this
event. Dont miss this opportunity.
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The Exhibition space will be next to the conference
room and refreshments and food will be served in
the room.
The exhibition places available will have
approximately 7ft of space which will include a
4ft covered table and room for you to place your
own display stand. The stand is sold with 1 free
representative, all additional representatives will be
charged at £100 + VAT.
You will have access to all the conference sessions
during conference day, access to all the session
notes, refreshments throughout the day.
We can accommodate 20 stands so please book
early. Price £600 + VAT
There is also sponsorship opportunities, we would
like you to be able to maximise as much as possible
from all the marketing so book this fast and we can
make sure that all your logos are included and we can
issue you invitations for your customers.
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Gold
Package
£1500 + VAT
EXCLUSIVE
Recognition in all marketing links
and social media communications
Sponsorship of discussion panel, Q&A
report distributed after the conference
and published on the PHSS website
Prominent signage with logo during
the event
Recognition on PHSS website
PHSS Chairmans acknowledgement
in opening address
Logo on handout paper for notes

back to intro >

Silver
Package
£1000 + VAT
2 AVAILABLE
Recognition in 2 marketing links
and social media communications
Prominent signage with logo during
the event
Recognition on PHSS website
PHSS Chairmans acknowledgement
in opening address
1 insert in conference handouts
at registration
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Bronze
Package
£500 + VAT
3 AVAILABLE
Recognition in 2 marketing links
and social media communications
Prominent signage with logo during
the event
Recognition on PHSS website
PHSS Chairmans acknowledgement
in opening address
Opportunity to have signage on
catering table during refreshments
and lunch, to be served in
exhibition room
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